
Veteran Animation 
Workshop - Day 1 Advanced Modeling



Essential Shortcuts review

ctrl-E    Extrude



Modeling from front/side ref



Adding image reference
View > image plane > import image

Removing image ref from persp
Show >uncheck image planes 



Let’s create the base of a four legged animal!



Select 4 corner faces and ctrl-E to extrude



Turning on Symmetry will help



In side view, add a side image plane



Position your image so that the center line is in the center on each axis 

Remember: space bar to go to split four view, it’s important it matches up in scale 
and height



Start moving the vertices!

Where you need more 
detail, add edge loops, but 
don’t over-do it!

You may encounter some 
problems, like for example 
with a cat the head and 
tail are pretty high so it 
would’ve been better to 
extrude the head and tail 
at the top face 

Tip, use box select so you 
don’t accidentally miss 
vertices you don’t see



Once you’ve done some of the side, go check from perspective and side. 
Your goal is to end up with something like this

Notice the lines are either vertical or 
horizontal for the most part, not all over the 
place



Lesson 1: Smooth tool

Select mesh, hit 3 (smooth activate)

Select mesh, hit 1 (smooth deactivate)

Hitting 3 is a PREVIEW, to make it permanently 
smooth (non reversible) for exporting you have 
to go to mesh > smooth





More edges you 
add, more 
contour you 
define

Flatter paw



“
Vocab: holding edges

Vocab: topology



Mirror editing on a mesh

Cut mesh in half

Edit > duplicate special > scale -1, 1 ,1
Create instance

To merge it, select both, mesh > combine

Then select all verts along the merging line and 
shift right click hold, verticies > combine



Another model example



Bonus - Cool Eyes



Select a ramp shader, click on the checkerboard next to color, 



Add a ramp of color,

Then to the iris color 
click the input and add 
fractal



Tip: you can middle click drag materials from the hypershade onto objects. 









Veteran Animation Workshop
9/3, Post-processing, coloring



Mpeg Steamclip



Frames to Video
https://stopmotionexplosion.com/blogs/tutorial
s/26861441-mpeg-streamclip-convert-frames-
into-video

Open streamclip

File>Open files

Shift select a 
batch of 
numbered 
frames

https://stopmotionexplosion.com/blogs/tutorials/26861441-mpeg-streamclip-convert-frames-into-video
https://stopmotionexplosion.com/blogs/tutorials/26861441-mpeg-streamclip-convert-frames-into-video
https://stopmotionexplosion.com/blogs/tutorials/26861441-mpeg-streamclip-convert-frames-into-video




Export as mp4!

File > export to mpeg-4

H.264 compression

Set frame rate to 
whatever you had in 
Maya

Quality should be 100%, 
choose correct size



Painting over

If you have Adobe Animate CC: https://youtu.be/o_mMLzZYjd8



Blender Grease Pencil

Movie demo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKmSdY56VtY

Tutorial https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pywbPQD9vYU

Download: https://www.blender.org/download/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKmSdY56VtY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pywbPQD9vYU
https://www.blender.org/download/

